INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS
In this work, we consider the problem of finding a surface that minimizes area among all surfaces which have the topological type of a disc and AMS-classification : 53A10, 35R35. (*) This [9 ] . Just recently.
F. Tomi [15 ] and H. W. Alt &#x26; F. Tomi [1 ] gave rather strong results on the structure of set of the minimal solutions. In [1 ] , [9] and [15 ] , it is supposed that the inward mean curvature of U is nonnegative. This excludes the possibility, that the minimal solutions touch aU. Apart from the restriction on the competing surfaces, the problems considered in [7] Now, let us make some remarks on surfaces S which are diffeomorphic to a sphere, i. e. for which II(S) == ~. Then, the problems considered in this work do not make sense, any more. Nevertheless, it has been conjectured by J. C. C. Nitsche [12 ] that there exist three different non constant minimal surfaces that satisfy (1.5)-(1.7). For a quadrilateral, this has been proven by B. Smyth [13] . In the general case, the existence of one nontrivial minimal surface satisfying (1.5)-(1.7) has been established by M. Struwe [14 ] . In the case that the bounded connectivity component of (~3 B S is convex, M. Gruter &#x26; J. Jost [3 ] showed that there exists such a minimal surface which is embedded. 
